Treasure Maze

- In this task there are 3 mazes that a pirate went through to collect gold coins.
- In each maze, the pirate finished up with a different amount of coins.

Your job is to

- draw the pathway the pirate used when he collected the gold coins.
- answer some questions about the pathway.

The rules of the maze

1) If you pass a coin you must pick it up.
2) You cannot pick up a coin twice.
3) You cannot go backwards

Remember!

You need to read what the pirate is saying BEFORE you start the pathway!
When the student finishes Maze 1, the teacher asks Question 1 from admin guide and scribes response in box below.

I went through the maze and I didn’t get any coins!
Maze 2

When the student finishes Maze 2, the teacher asks Question 2 from admin guide and scribes response in box below.

I got exactly 8 gold coins!
Before starting Maze 3, the teacher asks Question 3 from admin guide and scribes response in box below.

I got exactly 5 coins!
When the student finishes Maze 3, the teacher asks Question 4 from admin guide and scribes response in box below.

The teacher asks Question 5 from admin guide and scribes response in box below.